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ABTA’s Hurricane Safety 
Training Course 

09:30 Registration, tea and coffee

10:00 Introduction and objectives for the day

 Norman Lynagh, Chartered Meteorologist 

10:10 Hurricane basics 
   What is a hurricane?
   Simplified description of structure
  –  Variation in size from one hurricane to 

another
   How does a hurricane form?
  –   Detailed explanation of typical formation 

(no mathematics!)
   What causes a hurricane to move?
   Intensity definitions
  –  Saffir Simpson scale and damage potential

11:10 Hurricane tracks 
   Common tracks
  –  Areas regularly affected
   Fringe tracks
  –  Areas affected on rare occasions

11:25 Tea and coffee break 

11:40 Frequency of occurrence 
   Annual variability
  –  Seasonal forecasting, El Nino and other 

factors
  –  Decadal variability

12:00 When do hurricanes occur? 
   Seasonality
  –  Length of season in different parts of the 

world
  –  Peak of season in different parts of the 

world
  –  Seasonal variation in preferred tracks

12:30 Lunch break

13:15  Greenhouse effect, global warming and 
climate change 

   Implication for hurricanes

13:45 Forecasting 
   Forecast providers
  –  National Hurricane Centre (NHC), Miami 

and others
   Forecasting methods
  –  Initial detection and benefits of remote 

sensing
  –  Methods of tracking
  –  Numerical modelling
   NHC products
  –  Warnings, discussions, public advisories and 

strike probabilities
   What the various products mean
  –  How should products be interpreted and 

used?
   Uncertainty
  –  Analysis pitfalls
  –  Average and extreme forecast errors
  –  Limitations of numerical modelling
   Extent of gale force and hurricane force winds
  –  Winds at landfall
   Rainfall
  – Extend, amount and duration
   Storm surge
  –  Area affected relative to landfalling centre
  –  Height and duration of surge
   Sea state
   –  Wave run-up

14:30 Tea and coffee break

14:45 Travel industry challenge 
   Points for consideration
  –  Media, the customer, operation vs airlines, 

travel advice and changes in tracks
   Introduction to ABTA’s technical guide and key 

information

  Angela Hills, Senior Destinations Manager – 
Health, Safety, Crisis & Operations, ABTA 

15:00 Case studies 
   Examination of a typical hurricane
   Examination of one or two ‘interesting’ 

hurricanes

15:20 Practical exercise 
   Plotting the track of a sample hurricane 

and considering the implications of NHC 
predictions on a selection of resorts.

16.00 Close of training

Agenda
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This one-day training course on hurricanes, typhoons and cyclones will cover the safety considerations that travel companies should 
know in order to prepare. 
Led by a chartered meteorologist, this practical event will provide attendees with insights into the formation, structure and movement of 
hurricanes and will examine the safety considerations that travel professionals need to know in order to better understand and prepare for 
these types of weather systems. 
This course will give you the skills to prepare and understand the warnings and materials issued by the National Hurricane Centre and other 
similar centres around the world that may affect your accommodation offerings. Use learnings from the day to inform your crisis preparedness, 
staff and customer operations, and communications. Understand the seasonal distribution in various parts of the world and examine the 
capabilities and limitations of the specialist weather forecasting organisations tasked with providing expert forecast and warning services.
The day will also examine the specific challenges hurricanes pose for the travel industry including media, customers, operations and travel advice. 
Hear various case studies examining the uncertainties in hurricane forecasting and consider the implications of climate change on possible 
changes to hurricane activity in the future.  

About the event

   Improve your knowledge of the weather systems that affect 
your product offerings abroad – learn what a hurricane is and how 
they form

   Get an understanding of hurricane tracks including seasonality 
and controlling factors and how this may impact your travel 
accommodation

   Understand the warnings and materials issued by the National 
Hurricane Centre plus and other similar centres, and what actions 
to take 

   Learn how to update and correctly inform your crisis 
preparedness, staff and customer operations, and communications

   Take part in a practical exercise on plotting a hurricane and put 
your questions to an experienced meteorologist and travel trainer

Benefits of attending
The event is ideal for those responsible for health and safety 
including. 

  Health and safety teams
  Operations teams 
  Crisis and incident managers
  Risk management personnel

Who should attend?

You can book online and make payment by credit or debit card. UK 
VAT will be applied. ABTA Members can also request an invoice.
Visit abta.co.uk/abtaevents to book.
You can view our terms and conditions on the event webpage at  
abta.com/eventstermsandconditions

Register now

ABTA Member/Partner £295 plus VAT 
Non-Member/Partner* £395 plus VAT

Prices

* To qualify for the ABTA Member/Partner discount you must have a current 
ABTA Member/Partner number or your application must be in progress when 
the event takes place. For details on becoming an ABTA Member or Partner 
visit abta.com/join
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Norman Lynagh 
Norman is a chartered meteorologist with more than 50 years’ experience in the profession. He is a past vice-
president of the Royal Meteorological Society. He has extensive experience of weather forecasting for areas affected 
by hurricanes, typhoons and cyclones and has carried out many statistical studies for these areas to determine 
design criteria for offshore structures. After many years of employment with the Met Office, the Australian Bureau 
of Meteorology and private sector weather service companies, he has been running his own consultancy business for 
the past 23 years. Over the past 10-15 years he has been active in developing training services in various aspects of 
meteorology and has provided training to multiple travel businesses.

About the trainer
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